Tariff Industry Assistance (Advertisement) Notice No. 1988/1-continued

5. Industrial and protected type plugs, sockets, cable couplers
6. Appliance inlets and switch sockets, rated 110 to 415 volts and up to 63 amps: EXCLUDING:
   Aluminum clad industrial plugs, sockets, cable couplers
   appliances inlets and switch sockets, with maximum voltage rating of 500 V AC/DC, from 16-63 amps continuous rated current, flat formation (i.e. round pins in a straight line) pin/socket configuration
7. Plugs, sockets, tap-ons, cord extension sockets, 250 volts, 15 amp maximum rating
8. Sockets and plugs therefor, wire and cable connectors and the like of a kind commonly used with:
   (A) tractors for articulated vehicles, being tractors that are designed for operation solely or principally on the highway; or
   (B) vehicles of 87.02 other than air-cushioned vehicles or assembled convertible road/rail motor coaches
9. Split bolt, bolt on type overhead line tap connectors suitable for tap connections on copper lines, having overall diameters from 2.76mm to 14.76mm (0.109in. to 0.58in.) and split bolt, bolt on type overhead line tap connectors suitable for tap connections on aluminum lines having overall diameters from 6.35mm to 14.61mm (0.250in. to 0.575in.)
10. Trailer plugs and sockets, viz: 4 pole, 5 pole and 7 pole
11. Wire and cable ring tongue connecting lugs, crimp type, uninsulated, for conductors up to 185mm² in cross-sectional area, excluding:
   compression type jointing sleeves, peculiar for use in joining solid copper, stranded copper and copper coated conductors, used in telecommunication and power line wires and in standard metric lugs
12. Wire connectors in strips
13. Telephone jack points and blocks, including jack point boxes

8543.90.29 Busch Jaeger cordless controllers, control signal filters and snap-on filters for control and switching of electrical circuits
8543.90.29 Fish bone detectors
8544.59.09 PVC insulated cadmium bronze cable
8544.60.09 CURRENT APPROVAL
   (85.23.049) Timed copper, solid or stranded copper wire silicone rubber insulated with glass braid and silicone varnished to suit temperature rating 180°C continuous sizes 0.3mm² and sizes larger than 4.0mm²
8544.60.09 REQUESTED APPROVAL
   Timed copper, stainless steel, solid or stranded copper wire silicone rubber insulated with glass braid to suit temperature rating 180°C continuous sizes below 0.3mm² and sizes larger than 4.0mm²
8708.70.19 Replica GT 40 wheels
8708.99.39 Sliding sunroofs
8715.00.00 Pushchair components, as may be approved: APPROVED:
   Swivel joints
   Suspension units
8716.40.00 1 only Squire motorcycle trailer, model D18
8716.80.09 1 only keywest video cart

Chapter 89
Spare and service parts for the vessel Pacific Ariki.
This applies regardless of classification with the following exceptions:
1. Parts of general use
2. Any part which is subject to a specific determination of the Minister
3. Ball, needle and roller bearings
4. Electric motors
5. Fans and blowers
6. Parts of machines approved for entry under part II concessions 20, 33, 60, 70, 80, 81